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Making Sense of SCIENCE

GENES & TRAITS
STUDENT WORK SAMPLES & TASK – SET A
Introduction to the Student Work Samples
Students completed this “Discussing DNA” task as a near end-of-unit check of how they were thinking about
genetics. Before doing this task, the 8th graders investigated the structure of DNA and RNA, DNA replication,
transcription, translation, and the many ways cells regulate the expression of their genes. To complete this task,
students worked individually and did not have their notebooks, but posters the teacher presented during the
unit and posters that students created during the unit were displayed around the room.

This student work was collected for educators to
use for their own professional learning. It is ideal to
use with our Making Sense of Student Work protocol
when teachers are unable to bring in student work
from their classrooms. It can also be used with many
other protocols designed to support teachers looking
collaboratively at student work.
The samples in this download include ones from
students with high, medium, and low levels of
understanding. They show an authentic variety
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of responses from a typical classroom. To protect
students’ identities, their names have been removed
and each has been assigned an alias.
Also included in this PDF is a black line master
of the task. This task is part of a larger Formative
Assessment Task Bank. The full task bank and other
task banks on different topics are available for
download. Visit our website for more information
and to purchase these items.
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Name:
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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Name:

Annie
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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Name:

Blake
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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Name:

Curtis
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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Name:

Drake
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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Name:

Erwin
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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Name:

Fawn
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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Name:

Gary
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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Name:

Horatio
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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Name:

Ivan
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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Name:

Jacqueline
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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Name:

Kiki
TASK

DISCUSSING DNA

A

José and Amanda are discussing why different types of cells in
their bodies have different structures and functions. Imagine you
joined their discussion. What would you say?

I think all my cells have
the same DNA and make the
same proteins. Different
cells just do different stuff
with the proteins they make.

José says...

I disagree. I think different
cells have different DNA.
They only have the sections
they need. That’s why your
cells have different traits.

Amanda says...

TASK
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